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POETRY ANALYSIS
English IV Honors
Oualline/Strawn

OBJECTIVE:

®
AP

1. ANALYZE
POETRY
PROMPTS AND RUBRICS
2. CALIBRATE SCORING FOR
AP® POETRY ANALYSIS ESSAYS

“The Black Walnut Tree” (Prompt from 2013)
Carefully read the following poem by Mary Oliver. Then write
a well-organized essay in which you analyze how Oliver
conveys the relationship between the tree and family through
the use of figurative language and other poetic devices.

“The Black
Walnut Tree”
by Mary Oliver

In your groups, discuss
the poem and highlight
examples that show the
relationship between
the tree and the family.
Also look for examples
of figurative language
and other poetic
devices that you notice.

The Rubric
◦Now take a few minutes to read through the rubric.
◦Highlight key phrases for each score range.

HEFTY or Wimpy ?

Sample Essays
◦ Read through the sample essays quietly.
◦ For each essay, determine whether your think the essay is
HEFTY or wimpy.

◦ HEFTY = upper half score (9-8, 7-6)
◦ Wimpy = lower half score (4-3, 2-1)
◦ 5 = responds to the prompt but superficial, surface-level response
(neither upper-half nor lower-half)

◦ Compare and discuss with your group to determine the
numerical score for each essay.

The Big Reveal
A. 8

HEFTY

E. 5

B. 6

HEFTY

F. 3

wimpy

C. 4

wimpy

G. 7

HEFTY

D. 9

HEFTY

H. 2

wimpy

Reflection
◦ What made the 9-8 and 7-6 essays HEFTY?
◦ What made the 4-3 and 2 essays wimpy?
Don’t send a
WIMPY ESSAY
to do a
HEFTY JOB!

OBJECTIVE:

CREATE YOUR OWN
AP-STYLE POETRY
ANALYSIS PROMPT.

Creating Your Own Prompt and Rubric
Single Poem Option
The following poem is by Rachel M. Harper. Read the poem carefully. Then, considering such elements as
imagery, form, and tone, write a well-organized essay in which you analyze the relationship between music and
the speaker’s complex memories of her family. (2017)
Read carefully the following poem by Richard Wilbur, first published in 1949. Then, write an essay in which
you analyze how the speaker describes the juggler and what that description reveals about the speaker. You may
wish to consider poetic elements such as imagery, figurative language, and tone. (2016)
Read carefully the following poem by Robert Pack, paying close attention to the relationship between form and
meaning. Then, in a well-written essay, analyze how the literary techniques used in this poem contribute to its
meaning. (2011)
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Creating Your Own Prompt and Rubric
Comparison Option
Each of the two poems below is concerned with a young man at the age of twenty-one, traditionally the age of
adulthood. Read the two poems carefully. Then write a well-organized essay in which you compare and contrast the
poems, analyzing the poetic techniques, such as point of view and tone, that each writer uses to make his point about
coming of age. (2010)
The poems below, published in 1789 and 1794, were written by William Blake in response to the condition of
chimney sweeps. Usually small children, chimney sweeps were forced inside chimneys to clean their interiors. Read the
two poems carefully. Then, in a well-written essay, compare and contrast the two poems, taking into consideration the
poetic techniques Blake uses in each. (2005)
The poems below are concerned with darkness and night. Read each poem carefully. Then, in a well-written essay,
compare and contrast the poems, analyzing the significance of dark or night in each. In your essay, consider elements
such as point of view, imagery, and structure. (2004)
These two poems present encounters with nature, but the two poets handle those encounters very differently. In a
well-organized essay, distinguish between the attitudes (toward nature, toward the solitary individual, etc.) expressed in
the poems and discuss the techniques that the poets use to present these attitudes. Be sure to support your statements
with specific references. (1985)
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Look at the S of your FRACTIONS analysis
Example (“Nothing Gold Can Stay”)

◦ Which poetic devices did you include?
These should be the broader terms
imagery, figurative language, tone
that you were able to connect to
meaning (theme).

◦ What is the topic of the poem
(beyond the surface level)?

the relationship between nature
and change

Teacher Model Prompt:
The following poem by Robert Frost explores the
relationship between nature and change. Read the
carefully. Then, considering such elements as imagery,
figurative language, and tone, write a well-organized
essay which you analyze how Frost explores the
relationship between nature and change.

Creating a Rubric
◦ Three model rubrics on the
website—pick the one that works
best for your prompt
◦ The bolded information should be
changed to reflect YOUR prompt
◦ The language should be consistent
throughout the rubric

